NOISE COMPLAINTS
What to do if you receive noise complaints after a system is installed
Any change can be a sudden shock to your neighbours. A PA system install where there was none previously, can
sometimes flush out complainants who believe their right to silence is legislated in stone. Somewhere.
The important thing to remember is that the complainant will be viewing from a position where “they were there
first”. They will believe that before your system was installed, their life was just fine. So ultimately, what they want
is for you to just switch it off. And return them to their former blissful state.
As far as NSW law is concerned, noise complaints are handled by your local council. Many councils have
standards regarding noise. How they are enforced differs from council to council. If a DA (Development
application) was lodged (which could include a new school) then this may have included environmental noise
limits. Council will use these if they are required to investigate. The NSW EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
will NOT get involved in noise complaints unless they are lodged in response to a “state significant development”.
For 99% of cases, the school will be an existing public asset - no DA applies. This means the council are free to
investigate further if they wish. Or not. Therefore the best strategy for handling noise complaints is to try and reach
a compromise that both the complainant and school can accept. Experience has shown that schools which take
prompt action and do their best to address the situation quickly and accurately, have the best success in nullifying
any future complaints.
Within a few weeks, the complainant should recognise that a change has been made. They then become satisfied
that their grievances have been heard. Before long, the problem “isn’t new anymore” and they just get used to it.
They couldn’t be bothered complaining again or taking further action.
When we design our new systems, we take as much care as possible to direct sound away from neighbouring
properties. In the end this depends a lot on where your kids make the most noise, because the system needs
power to get over that noise. It also depends on where your buildings are, which act both as a barrier to sound
and also usually support the speakers. That said, problems can also arise when buildings that were previously
acting as a barrier (such as portables) are later removed.
Once a new system is commissioned, we include in our warranty an additional visit which allows for further
adjustment of speaker power levels and pointing directions. This should generally be carried out 1~2 months after
install, by which time any complaints from neighbours should have been received and logged. If it is decided that
additional speakers are required or existing ones need to be moved in order to address a noise complaint, this
extra work is then handled as a separate work order.
Noise complaints are quite rare for our systems. There hasn't been one situation we haven’t yet been able to
resolve satisfactorily for both parties. Sometimes this can involve up to two visits or “adjustment rounds” but in
every case, the aim is always to prevent further complaints whilst still leaving the system working effectively for
the school’s needs.
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Procedure to follow if you receive a noise complaint about a new system;
1.) Gather data about the complaint. You need to know;
A.) When did the complainant first notice the problem?
(It may not even be your system causing their problem in the first place!)
B.) Exactly where is the complainant’s property in relation to the school?
(This is VERY IMPORTANT!!. We can’t adjust systems unless we know this first.)
C.) What aspect of the noise is the problem?
(Music? Bell sound? Frequent announcements? System making noise at night
or on weekends when it shouldn’t?)
D.) WHO is the complainant?
(It’s no good anyone saying “Oh, I’m complaining on behalf of someone else”.
You need their NAME and some sort of RETURN CONTACT so you can
them know later what action you have taken. We have had situations arise
In the past where some “complaints” ended up being pranks staged by school
students!)
2.) Tell US.
Ideally send an email to us outlining the above information. We’ll review your design, suggest immediate
action that can be taken, then schedule a visit to the school and make adjustments if required.
3.) Get back to the Complainant.
Once action has been taken, contact the complainant and tell them what has been done. Then suggest
they “take a month or so” to see if the action has improved their situation. They can then call the school
Back if they are still having problems. 90% of the time, they will not bother calling back.
COMMON NOISE COMPLAINT ACTIONS
Noise complaints from PA systems are a function of both VOLUME LEVEL and the LENGTH OF TIME the
system is used for. A loud system used infrequently is less likely to generate complaints than a soft one that is in
constant use. The solution to a noise complaint most likely to succeed will be one that limits the time during which
a system is used, rather than just the volume level. It may also be appropriate to isolate or rearrange speaker
zone switching so that speakers not normally needed in a particular area are not used needlessly.
- LINE UP MUSIC
Experience has shown Line Up Music should not exceed 2 minutes’ duration. A common recommendation is to
reduce line up music to 1 minute. Another recommendation is to delete line up music before 10AM in the morning,
as this has the capacity to disturb neighbours who are shift workers or otherwise rise later than usual. The style of
the music should also be considered. Light classics or ’80s rock is less likely to generate issues than Skip hop or
Metal. The volume level of the music should also be recorded lower than the bell signal.
- ANNOUNCEMENTS
Announcements should be brief and infrequent. Try and limit announcements to later on in the day and a
maximum of one per hour. Don’t keep grabbing the microphone and making “just one more announcement”. Or
lazily using the system to consistently find staff or students when other methods might be more appropriate.
Consider switching outside zones OFF when you know an announcement only needs to be heard inside.
- SYSTEM LEVELS
Keep it just high enough to do the job but not so high that it blows everyone’s head off. After we have carried out
adjustments, if there are areas where the system cannot be heard, this may need to be addressed by installation
of additional speakers in those specific areas.
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